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The SHS Drama production of Mamma Mia! was cancelled out of an abundance of caution for the safety of 
our students and audiences due to the COVID-19 health crisis. In place of a printed program, we present this 
digital version as a tribute to the dedication and hard work of our cast and crew. We also extend our sincere 

appreciation to our advertisers, whose generosity helped offset the financial loses of this cancellation.
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FROM THE DIRECTOR
For the last 19 years, I’ve written a director’s note about the spring musical. Some of these notes 
have examined our shows against the backdrop of significant historical events like the recovery 
after September 11 and the invasion of Iraq, and in early March as I began to compose this piece 
I wondered if this would be another of those times. The COVID-19 virus had just invaded our 
little corner of the world, and unprecedented days were ahead.

I had planned to write about identity, and the journey Sophie and Donna take towards 
understanding both themselves and each other. I had planned to wonder how much our family 
is responsible for the person we become, and if we can choose how much their influence shapes 
us. I had planned to touch on the idea of what makes up a family, in our ever-evolving social 
landscape.

Well, as the old saying goes, men plan and the deity of your choice laughs. Schools were closed, 
our show postponed, and we hunkered down with our families under a stay-at-home order. We 
made masks, we learned how to learn at a distance, and we wondered if we’d ever get to perform 
our show. The fact that you’re reading this program digitally gives away the ending – our spring 
musical, like so many other performances and concerts and sporting events and ceremonies, 
was eventually cancelled out of an abundance of caution for the safety of our students and our 
audiences.

We’ve spent our spring alone together, seeing each other in virtual meetings, but missing the 
companionship and fellowship we experience through live theatre. We’ve missed the camaraderie 
and energy of our most intense rehearsals. We’ve missed that feeling of finally landing the dance 
combination that’s eluded us, and the breakthrough of understanding the crucial acting moment 
that drives our character. We’ve missed the community meals, and the crowded dressing rooms, 
and the hectic minutes before the curtain finally goes up. We’ve missed the laughter, and the 
applause, and the gift of being someone else for a while.

At times like this, theatre can seem trivial in the grand scheme of things…but at times like this, 
theatre can also be uplifting. Certainly, a show like this would have provided our audience a 
welcome respite from the barrage of news that can control our lives in times of crisis. The ability 
to provide such a relief is one of the reasons live performances have endured through centuries of 
controversy, war, and yes, even plague. History reminds us that when the Black Plague shuttered 
theatres in Shakespeare’s England, The Bard created some of his best-known works, and when 
the restrictions were lifted there were new and exciting stories to tell. Humankind’s need to 
create will endure.

We were able to run through the full show once, at what turned out to be our final rehearsal. It’s 
a shame our audiences won’t get to see the production, because it would have been fabulous. 
I wish we’d been able to perform. I wish our seniors had gotten their final bow on our stage. I 
wish people weren’t losing their lives and their livelihoods to this disease. I wish a lot of things 
were different in this crazy year of 2020, but one thing I know – we, as a people, will find a way 
forward. We will be stronger, and eventually, we will return to the theatre. In the meantime, stay 
safe, and find a way to keep dancing.

Kristina J. Ferencie



ACT I

A Mediterranean Island, featuring the Summer Night City Taverna
1999

The Jetty
Overture .................................................................................................................Orchestra
I Have a Dream .......................................................................................................... Sophie
Honey, Honey ..............................................................................................Sophie, Ali, Lisa

The Courtyard
 Money, Money, Money ........................................................................... Donna & Company
 Thank You for the Music ............................................................. Harry, Bill, Sam & Sophie
 Mamma Mia ...............................................................Donna, Harry, Bill, Sam & Company

Donna’s Room
 Chiquitita ..........................................................................................Rosie, Tanya & Donna
 Dancing Queen .................................................................................Rosie, Tanya & Donna

The Beach
 Lay All Your Love on Me ........................................Sky, Sophie, Pepper, Eddie & Company

The Courtyard
 Super Trouper ................................................................. Donna, Tanya, Rosie & Company
 Gimme, Gimme, Gimme .............................Lisa, Ali, Sophie, Sam, Bill, Harry & Company

The Jetty
 The Name of the Game .................................................................................... Sophie & Bill
 
The Courtyard
 Voulez Vous......................................................................... Sky, Eddie, Pepper & Company
 

15 MINUTE INTERMISSION

**Refreshments are available in the Atrium**



ACT II

Sophie’s Room
 Entr’acte ................................................................................................................Orchestra
 Under Attack ..........................................................................................Sophie & Company

The Courtyard
 One of Us ....................................................................................................................Donna
 S.O.S. ...............................................................................................................Sam & Donna

The Beach
 Does Your Mother Know? .......................................... Tanya, Pepper, Lisa, Ali & Company
 Knowing Me, Knowing You ............................................................................................ Sam

Donna’s Room
 Our Last Summer ......................................................................................... Donna & Harry
 Slipping Through My Fingers .....................................................................Donna & Sophie
 The Winner Takes it All ...............................................................................................Donna

The Courtyard
 Take a Chance on Me ........................................................................................ Rosie & Bill
 I Do, I Do, I Do ...................................................... Sam, Rosie, Tanya, Donna & Company

The Jetty
 I Have a Dream ......................................................................................Sophie & Company
 



WHO’S WHO IN THE CAST AND CREW
James Barroa (Pepper) is a freshman at Solon High School and is so excited to be 
playing Pepper in Mamma Mia! He made his SHS debut last fall in The Iliad, The 
Odyssey and All of Greek Mythology in 99 Minutes or Less where he played Menelaus, 
Hermes and Hercules. He is also a first-year singer/dancer in Music in Motion. James 
wants to thank the cast and crew for this amazing experience!

Giovanni Castiglione (Sam Carmichael, Drama Club President) is appearing in his 
12th Solon High School production - his 28th theatrical performance overall. His musical 
theater performances at SHS include the role of Beast in Beauty and the Beast last spring, 
Dr. Neville Craven in The Secret Garden in 2018, and as a member of the ensemble in 
All Shook Up his freshman year. Gio is a four-year singer/dancer with Music in Motion 
and is dance captain for MIM this season. He performed with the SHS Starlettes dance 
team in 2018 and 2019 and was the first male member in team history. He thanks Kris for 
challenging him and always demonstrating her confidence in him. He is grateful to Mr. 
F. for insights on the technical side of productions, and to Mrs. Consolo for her musical 
guidance. He’s proud to have served as SHS Drama President this year. Special thanks go 
to his mother and father for their constant support and love.

Wasim El Sharkawi (Eddie) has had a passion for being on stage ever since he could 
remember and has played a wide range of different characters, from a Greek war general, 
to the Emperor in Aladdin, Judge Danforth, a member of the ensemble and even a stork. 
Whatever the role is, Wasim does his best to make it his own, and give the audience a 
memorable performance. Off-stage, Wasim likes to read, play his guitar and occasionally 
go climbing, all of which require a great level of focus or creativity, or both. His absolute 
favorite thing to do for now, and forever, is acting. He hopes to make a career out of it 
one day but if not will make sure it is always a part of his life.

Joseph T. Ferencie (Assistant Stage Manager) is excited to finish off his sophomore 
year of Drama Club by assistant stage managing Mamma Mia! Previous backstage 
appearances include The Iliad, the Odyssey and all of Greek Mythology in 99 Minutes or 
Less, Beauty and the Beast, The Scarlet Letter, The Secret Garden, The Game’s Afoot, 
and All Shook Up. Joseph is an assistant crew lead for Music in Motion, works with 
SETV, and is a Boy Scout from Troop 504. He would like to thank everyone for helping 
and supporting him through everything.



Joelle Fisher (Sophie, Drama Club Secretary) is truly honored for the opportunity 
to play Sophie in her last production at Solon High School. Previous credits include: 
Beauty and the Beast (Belle), The Scarlet Letter (Hester), Side Show (Daisy Hilton), The 
Game’s Afoot (Aggie Wheeler), The Secret Garden (Lilly Craven), and All Shook Up 
(Lorraine). Joelle has been nominated for Best Actress (Belle in Beauty and the Beast) 
and Best Supporting Actress (Lorraine in All Shook Up) by Playhouse Square’s Dazzle 
Awards. Joelle is Dance Captain of Music in Motion, President of Paws for a Cause, 
and a member of the National Honors Society. Joelle plans to follow her passion and 
will double major in Drama and Psychology in the fall. She would like to thank the cast, 
Krispy, Mr. F, Mrs. Brady, and Kris for their endless support during these past years. To 
my family - I love you!

Olivia Heus (Lisa), a junior, is honored to be a part of her third musical at Solon High 
School. She has appeared as an ensemble member in The Secret Garden and Beauty 
and the Beast. She’d like to thank her Mom, Dad, and two brothers for all their support 
and love. She would also like to thank the cast and crew for all their hard work and 
dedication. Break a leg everyone!

Jessica Hrich (Production Stage Manager, Drama Club Vice President), senior, is 
thrilled to finish out her Drama Club career as a Production Stage Manager for Mamma 
Mia! Her past backstage adventures have included stage managing Comet Theatre On 
the Air, Appropriate Audience Behavior, and The Iliad, the Odyssey, and All of Greek 
Mythology in 99 Minutes or Less. Other favorite shows as a backstage ninja include The 
Scarlet Letter, Beauty and The Beast, All Shook Up, and The Game’s Afoot. She’d like to 
thank the rest of the stage management team for making the rehearsal process so fun and 
the entire cast and crew for giving her the chance to grow as a leader and person.

Aliza Lieber (Assistant Stage Manager), sophomore, is so grateful to be an Assistant 
Stage Manager for this amazing production of Mamma Mia! She has been on the 
technical crew for The Scarlet Letter and Beauty and the Beast. She was also a deck 
lead for The Iliad, the Odyssey, and all of Greek Mythology in 99 Minutes or Less. 
Additionally, this year, she was the Stage Manager for the one-act I Don’t Want to Talk 
About It. Aliza is also a part of MIM crew and Comet Productions. She would like to 
thank the wonderful cast, crew, and directors!



Garrett Millstone (Sky), senior, is very excited to be playing the role of Sky. Though 
this is his first SHS production, he has been performing for years. He is a professional 
break-dancer for Rock the House, and was recently a featured extra in the Russo 
Brother’s major motion picture Cherry. In his free time, he enjoys pole vaulting, playing 
instruments, spending time with friends and family, dancing, and surfing (although 
surfing is quite hard to do in Cleveland). Garrett would also like to thank the cast and 
crew for making this show a blast and add that he likes Fruit Loops.

Luke Miozzi (Harry Bright) is a sophomore at Solon High School who enjoys 
performing above all else.  He is a singer/dancer with Music in Motion.  Luke is 
participating in his fourth musical with Solon High School Drama. He first appeared in 
the children’s ensemble in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang as a fifth grader and then as young 
Shrek in Shrek as a sixth grader.  He was proud to be the salt shaker, part of the wolf 
pack and a townsperson as a freshman in Beauty and the Beast.  This fall Luke gave an 
electrifying performance as Zeus in The Iliad, the Odyssey and All of Greek Mythology in 
99 Minutes or Less. Luke is thrilled to be performing the role of Harry Bright.  He thanks 
all the directors for this special opportunity and sends love and best wishes to all his cast 
and crewmates.

Tyler Murray (Bill Austin) is very excited to play Bill Austin in Solon High School’s 
production of Mamma Mia! He’d like to give a shout out to his amazing friends as well 
as a special thanks to his director for making this show possible!

Julia Polster (Donna Sheridan, Drama Club Historian), senior, is incredibly grateful 
to be a part of Mamma Mia! and to have gotten to serve as Drama Club Historian for 
the past year. You may have seen Julia in other SHS musicals, including as Alice in 
The Secret Garden and Mrs. Potts in Beauty and the Beast. Other favorite roles include 
Rona Lisa Peretti/Olive’s Mom in The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee and 
Mimi Schwinn in A New Brain at the Hathaway Brown Theatre Institute. Julia is also a 
member of Music in Motion and the Madrigals, and co-directed the one-act play Cut this 
past February. In the fall, she will be attending the University of Pennsylvania to study 
biophysics. Julia would like to thank her family, friends, and mentors for all their support, 
as well as Kris, Mr. F, Kristy Cruz, and Mrs. Consolo for their amazing dedication to this 
production.



Isabella Rothenfeld (Rosie Fri/Sun, Drama Club Treasurer) a.k.a. Izzy is so excited to 
be a part of Mamma Mia! and ending her high school career as one of the Rosies. She has 
been involved in theater since elementary school, performing at Solon Center of the Arts 
and helping with crew in middle school. She also plays flute in the Solon band and is on 
crew for Music in Motion. She would like to thank Kris, Krispy, Mr. F and Mrs. Consolo 
for their guidance and thank her friends for being so supportive of her. She would also 
like to wish good luck to the cast, crew and pit of the show.

Chatura Tamirisakandala (Production Stage Manager), senior, is enthused to be 
finishing her Drama Club career with a bang as a Production Stage Manager for Mamma 
Mia! Her previous backstage extravaganzas include stage managing The Scarlet Letter, 
Beauty and the Beast, The Iliad, the Odyssey, and All of Greek Mythology in 99 Minutes, 
and Rapunzel Uncut. She was also unseen in The Game’s Afoot and The Secret Garden. 
She would like to thank her fellow stage managers for creating unforgettable memories 
throughout the year as well as the whole cast and crew for kindly accepting her into the 
Drama Club family and allowing her to grow and become the leader and person she is 
today.

Rachel Verbiar (Tanya Thu/Sat), junior, is very excited to be a part of this production. 
She has always loved the Dynamos and is very excited to be in the “Girl Power Band” 
herself! Outside of Drama Club, Rachel enjoys being in Music in Motion and Starlettes. 
Rachel has recently played Mistress Hibbins in The Scarlet Letter and was a Silly Girl in 
Beauty and the Beast. She wishes the cast the best of luck and hopes you enjoy watching 
her live out her Dancing Queen dreams.

Samantha Weaver (Tanya Fri/Sun) is very excited for you to see this amazing 
production of Mamma Mia! She is grateful for this opportunity to play Tanya with her 
Dynamos. You may have seen her in the ensemble in shows here including The Secret 
Garden, The Scarlet Letter, Beauty and the Beast, or maybe you saw her as Diomedes 
in The Iliad, The Odyssey and All of Greek Mythology in 99 Minutes or Less. Sami is a 
junior at Solon High School and also participates in Music in Motion, the Starlettes dance 
team, and various singing groups at SHS.



Kendal Wilson (Rosie Thu/Sat) is currently in the 12th grade at Solon. She participates 
in various musical ensembles along with drama and enjoys dance. You may have seen her 
in last year’s musical as one of the Silly Girls or in the fall play as the Oracle.

Megan Wiser (Dance Captain), a senior, is delighted to return for her fourth and final 
show. In previous years, Megan has appeared as Dance Captain in Beauty and the Beast 
and The Secret Garden, and as an ensemble member of All Shook Up. Megan is also 
a part of the Solon Starlettes dance team and the Solon Speech and Debate team. She 
would like to thank Kristy, Kris, Mr. F and Mrs. Consolo for all the time and effort that 
they put into making this production a success. She’d also like to thank her parents, her 
sister, and her dog for all their support. Break a leg, everyone, and enjoy the show!

Hillary Zager (Ali) is thrilled to play Ali in Solon High School’s Mamma Mia! Aside 
from acting she enjoys show choir, singing in her quartet, and goofin’ around. She would 
like to thank her cast and crew for making this a good show.



SENIORS

Madison Bolden most recently appeared as Epimetheus in The Iliad, The Odyssey and All of Greek 
Mythology in 99 Minutes or Less. She co-directed the one-act I Don’t Want to Talk About It and is 
President of the Speech & Debate Club.

Madeline Cox, a senior, is delighted to be a part of her last spring musical. Her previous theatrical 
experiences at SHS include the one-act Oz, Beauty and the Beast, and The Iliad, The Odyssey and All of 
Greek Mythology in 99 Minutes or Less. Madeline is also co-captain of the Solon Starlettes dance team. 
Outside of SHS, Madeline attends the Excel TECC program, The Academy for the Performing Arts. 
At the Academy, she was a featured dancer in Young Frankenstein, Nora in Riders to the Sea, and u/s 
Bianca/ensemble in Othello. She would like to thank her family for all their love and support, as well as 
Krispy, Kris, Mr. F and Mrs. Consolo for all the time and effort that they put into making this musical a 
success. Enjoy the show!

Laura Martel is thrilled to be in the Super Troupe of Solon High School’s Mamma Mia! Laura has 
been a member of Drama Club since she was cast in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang as a member of the middle 
school ensemble. She was also cast in All Shook Up, The Secret Garden, and Beauty and the Beast. In 
addition to Drama Club, Laura also is a member of the Pre-Medical Society and Spanish Culture Club.

Ethan Wenk recently played Dad in the one-act An Absolutely True Story (As Told by a Bunch of Lying 
Liars) and is appearing in his first SHS musical. He is also a singer/dancer in Music in Motion.



THE DIRECTORS

Kristina J. Ferencie (Director) is a 1988 alumna of Solon High School, where she has designed and directed 
since 2001.  Professionally, Kris has stage managed four of Cleveland’s longer-running shows: Forever Plaid 
and Shear Madness at Playhouse Square’s Allen Theatre, and The All-Night Strut! and Forbidden Broadway at 
the Hanna Cabaret. Area lighting designs include Tony & Tina’s Wedding, Hedwig and the Angry Inch, Berea 
Summer Theatre, and the Cleveland San Jose Ballet.  She is an avid Star Trek fan and enjoys watching the 
Indians play ball.

Joseph M. Ferencie (Production Designer) is a 1992 alumnus of Solon High School, where he has been a 
designer and technical director since 2001. He is Technical Director for Solon’s Music in Motion, the coordinator 
for Solon Education Television (SETV) and a teacher in SHS’s Technology Department. He spent five years as 
Lead of Technical Services at Sea World of Ohio, supervising installation and maintenance of park audio, visual 
and laser systems. Joe is an amateur expert on World War II, and in his “free time” enjoys watching baseball and 
football and spending time with his wife, Heather, and their sons, Joseph, Grant, and Daniel.

Megan Consolo (Music Director) is proud to return to the stage she grew up on. Megan graduated from SHS in 
2000 and attended the Capital University Conservatory of Music. Megan interned with Sugar Hill Records and 
Telarc Records in production and marketing, as well as with the Columbus Jazz Orchestra and Jazz Arts Group 
in marketing and education. Favorite directing credits include Little Shop of Horrors and Into the Woods (Solon 
Center for the Arts), Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat (FPAC), Oklahoma and Guys and Dolls 
(Chagrin Falls). Much love to the directing staff, cast and crew, and to Matt, Molly and Miles (M3) for giving 
mommy the time to play on stage again.

Kristine V. Cruz (Choreographer) is thrilled to be returning for her 16th year with the SHS Drama, where 
students have earned three Dazzle Award nominations for Best Choreography Execution. Her choreography 
has also been seen at theatres including Near West, French Creek, Blank Canvas, Cassidy, Aurora Community 
Theatre, Stagecrafters Summerstock, and Solon Center for the Arts. ‘Krispy’ sends endless thanks to the cast, 
Megan, and Madeline for all their hard work, to Kris for her constant guidance and for always being a dream 
collaborator, and to her friends and family (especially Mom and Summer) for their constant support. To finally 
choreograph this show, with this incredibly talented and inspiring cast, crew, and production staff, has been a 
dream come true. Enjoy the show!

Gerald MacDougall (Pit Director) has been a strings specialist for the Solon Schools since 2000 and has had a 
long association with the musical productions here.  His love of musical theater began as a student at Brunswick 
High School, where he appeared on stage for Grease and MASH and as a cellist for Rodgers and Hammerstein’s 
Carousel.  His favorite productions here include Les Misérables, West Side Story, and especially Elton John’s 
Aida. Although Mr. Mac is known for his involvement in all things classical, ABBA achieved superstar status 
during his formative years as a high school student so it’s no surprise that he is very excited to be rocking to the 
tunes of ABBA in this year’s production of Mamma Mia!



















Thank you to our sponsors for their support!

















Ethan - It was so great working with you, I only wish you’d found your way to the musicals sooner! Thanks for 
jumping in whole-heartedly!

Brooke - Thank you for being committed to the choreography 110% and for your infectious energy in every dance 
step! You’re a rock star! 

James - I really appreciate that you were such a sport with all the goofy choreo I threw at your as Pepper - what a 
bummer that you weren’t able to share your sweet dance break moves with an audience!

Wasim - Though you were often quiet, your work did not go unnoticed. Your calm, focused demeanor and 
steadfast leadership (especially when working on the boys’ choreo) were so helpful throughout this process. 
Thank you.  

Hillary, Sami, Rachel - thank you again, dancing queens. Your note still makes me smile whenever I come across 
it. Periodt. 

Garrett - How unfortunate that I only got to work with you one year, and that it was cut short no less! Regardless, 
I really enjoyed working with you, and am so appreciative of the energy, positivity, and wonderful ideas and 
moments you brought to everything I threw at you. How sad that we never got to take advantage of those 
breakdancing skills!

Laura - It’s been such a joy to work with you over the years! Thank you for always bringing a smile and a positive 
attitude to each rehearsal, for always giving it your all, and for your investment and commitment to each show. 
You will be missed.

Madison - What an odd thought, to imagine drama club without you there. You have been such a shining example 
of what it means to take full advantage of every opportunity and every moment, to build a fleshed out character 
for each scene, to make bold choices, and to play. It’s been such a privilege working with you, thank you for all 
that you have brought to my choreography, to each show, and to this club. 

Gio - You have always shown such an eagerness to grow as a dancer, such a commitment to performing whatever 
choreography I gave you to the best of your ability, and put so much work in outside of our shows and rehearsals 
to accomplish that. Thank you for always being so committed, and for going above and beyond with anything I 
ever gave you. It has meant so much to me, and I will miss it, and you.

Julia - Weren’t you JUST a freshman, chatting with me in downtime of All Shook Up rehearsals about how your 
classical voice was worried about finding a place in the musicals at the high school? Where did the time go? 
I’ve so enjoyed working with you over these years. Your leadership and the way you’ve always gone above and 
beyond to make our shows the absolute best they can be will be so missed. Thank you for everything.

Izzy  - What a delight it was to see you shine in this role and get to witness all the fun you had with it. I am 
incredibly grateful for your reliability and work ethic over these past few years. The wonderful example you 
always set will be missed as you move on to your next stage.   

Jess & Chatura & Aliza & Joseph - You have all made my job so much easier in big and small ways, and I can 
never thank you enough for all you do.

Kendal - Dancing like fools in the pit during our last rehearsal/first run-thru has joined the list of my most 
cherished memories in all my years at Solon. Thank you for always bringing so much joy to every rehearsal and 
reminding me to find it in moments I forgot its importance. I’ll miss the wonderful light you bring, but I cannot 
wait for you to share it with the world.  

Joelle - I’m so glad that, as we waited to start what ended up being one of our final rehearsals, I decided to hop 
into the open seat next to you and catch up. Who would have ever thought that would be my last chance to 
do so after years of endless opportunities for great talks about physicalizing a character and college prospects 
and belting versus mixing and courage out of insecurity and nuanced performances and all things theatre? In 
all those talks, I don’t know if I ever shared with you how much they, and you, inspired me as an artist, and a 
choreographer, and an educator. I am forever grateful and will miss them, and you, a whole lot.

“Donna and the Dynamos” - From the bottom of my heart, thank you for all of your work on this show and the 
choreography. The time we spent not only learning dance steps but also working with Kris to establish the bond 
of friendship between this fabulous gal group is a perfect example of why I love doing what I do. It was such 
fun to explore all of those moments in the songs, and it was always such a joy to watch you each discover that 
connection with one another. Even though it wasn’t the end product, the place you got to where you were able to 
rely on one another, to try new things and know your fellow Dynamos would have your back and go right along 
with whatever you tried, was wonderful to behold. 

- KRISPY -



MAMMA MIA
Final Notes

“Sometimes you will never know the value of a MOMENT
 until it becomes a MEMORY.”

Dr. Seuss

From Green Eggs and Ham to Oh, the Places You’ll Go 
Dr. Seuss had an insightful view of life.  This quote was one of them.

Beginning with auditions to the rehearsals I experienced many wonderful moments with each of you preparing 
for the musical. From creative vocal warm- ups, elementary school stories, sectionals, observing creative 

choreography, listening to beautiful voices and running the entire show weeks before the performances (which is 
almost unheard of and very impressive!) I looked forward to every one of our times together.  

I’d like to commend you for the past we have shared and for the future that stands before us.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2020
Gio, Joelle, Garrett, Julia, Isabella, Kendal, Megan, Madison, Madeline, Ethan, 

Laura, Jess, Chatura, Gino, Trevor, Gina, Hayden, Ada and Kevin
I’ve had the pleasure of watching many of you grow up from Roxbury Elementary to Solon High School. 
These past few months have caused us to change directions multiple times. YOU have surmounted these 

disappointments with grace and poise and your perseverance gives me great confidence in your abilities to 
conquer any challenges which may lie ahead. You have set an excellent example for others to follow. You will not 

be forgotten!

TO THE CLASS OF 2021
Wasim, Olivia, Rachel, Sami, Hillary, Jackson, Joe, Sammy, Olivia, Mya, Leah, Nicole, 

Cece, Macaela, Eliza, Lila, Tova, Richard, Matthew, Josh and Amy
Fellow cast, crew and orchestra members will look to your leadership as seniors. With your guidance and 
expertise you will help “bring to life” what appears on paper through singing, choreography and dialogue. 

Orchestra members add the final touch to the performances. 

TO THE CLASS OF 2022
Luke, Tyler, Omar, Jessa, Julia, Alexandra, Brooke, Noa, Emma, Ellis, Sarah, Romy, Kalib, 

Joniyah, Mira, Natalie, Lee, Joseph, Aliza, Alexa, Srihan, Lucas, Eugenia, Easton
You have experienced the importance of “the process” practicing on your own, working in small and large 

groups, rehearsing in practice rooms, the choir, band and orchestra rooms, the Commons and eventually onto 
the stage.  Not only by individually setting an example but also working as a team member you helped create an 

atmosphere of excellence and success!

TO THE CLASS OF 2023
James, Joshua, Connor, Rebecca, Max, Maria, Michael, Sari, Kayla and Hannah

You will have the wisdom and knowledge of Mamma Mia to share with other classes in years to come. I couldn’t 
help but notice how each of you always came prepared for rehearsals, asked insightful questions always trying to 

contribute your very best each rehearsal.  

These interesting, challenging and sometimes unsettling past three months have helped us define who we are and 
what is important in life to us…friends, family, faith, etc. The quality of our moments (and future memories) 

depend in large part on the effort we put into living life. 
THANK YOU FOR THE MUSIC…THANK YOU FOR YOU!!  

Love, Mrs. Scott



Curtain Calls 

We are so proud of you, Noa! 
Mom, Paul, Tali, & Bowie!

Abigail, 
Break a leg as you work hard behind the scenes making magic happen!

We love you! 
Love, Dad, Mom, Isaac, and Aliza

Aliza,
We are so proud of you and all the hard work you have done to get here!

We love you!
Love, Dad, Mom, Isaac, and Abigail
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High School Musical - 2014

The Wizard of Oz - 2016

Oliver - 2015

Sound of Music - 2015
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Legally Blonde - 2018

YOU ARE STARS!!!

you always shine bright 
together!

we cannot wait for your 
next curtain call!

we love you so much!
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